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This work presents a novel broadband double-cross shape metamaterial

structure based on the Carbon Black-Acrylonitrile-Butadiene-Styrene (CB-

ABS) composite material. The optimal metamaterial structure with the

thickness of 7 mm shows a broadband absorption characteristic in the

frequency range of 5.1–40 GHz. Additionally, the low volume filling fraction

of the proposed metamaterial structure will be helpful to achieve lightweight

broadband absorption performance. Meanwhile, the metamaterial structure

can also display a wide-angle absorption performance from 0° to 55° for TE

mode and 0°–75° for TM mode. Moreover, this research provides an effective

and promising way for the practical application of the lightweight broadband

and wide-angle microwave strong absorption metamaterial in the future.
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Introduction

Electromagnetic metamaterials have received extensive attention from researchers

due to their tunable electromagnetic properties (Fu et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020).

Different from traditional materials, the unique electromagnetic properties of

metamaterials are mainly derived from the periodic structural units and the variation

in arrangement (Chen et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2021; Mei et al., 2019; Xiong et al., 2022;

Zhang et al., 2020a). However, the single-frequency absorption characteristic of

traditional absorbing metamaterials limits their application field (Landy et al., 2008).

While expanding the spectral compatibility of traditional absorbing material by

introducing metamaterials has become a hot research direction in the electromagnetic

wave absorption field (Duan et al., 2020; Hu et al., 2021; Pang et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2017;

Zhang et al., 2020b). Up to now, researchers have proposed several ways to obtain the

broadband absorption characteristic, including loading lumped elements (Li et al., 2019;

Liu et al., 2021; Wang and Chen, 2020; Zhang et al., 2021a), multi-layer structure stacking

(Yang et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2017a), and unit structure resonance interference (Chen,

2012; Cheng et al., 2020; Costa et al., 2012; Duan et al., 2021; Sheng et al., 2019; Song et al.,
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2019). However, the conductive loss of metal components and

the polarization and angle sensitivity of the planar structure in

these methods also seriously impede their engineering

application.

Meanwhile, carbon-based materials like conductive carbon

black, carbon nanotubes, and graphene composites are crucial in

the development of lightweight broadband absorbing metamaterials

(Chen et al., 2020; Jing et al., 2021; Lei et al., 2020; Luo et al., 2022;

Luo et al., 2022; Mei et al., 2021,2019). Compared with magnetic

materials, carbon-based materials have the ability to absorb

electromagnetic waves with lower density, making it easier to

meet lightweight and broadband design requirements. Under the

premise ofmeeting the specified size and surface quality, 3D printing

components prepared with engineering plastics and resins such as

(Polylactic Acid, PLA) and (Acrylonitrile-Butadiene-Styrene

composites, ABS) can have good machining performance and

light weight (Dong et al., 2020; Duan et al., 2021; Kotsilkova

et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2018). And since graphene has good

dielectric loss properties, Yin et al. (2019) used reduced graphene

oxide (RGO) as the absorbent, while PLA as the matrix to prepare

composite metamaterials with a gradient index of impedance

(GRIN). Using ABS as the matrix material, Ren and Yin (2018)

successfully effectively fabricated themetamaterial structure with the

effective bandwidth covering the C and X band. The metamaterial

structure is composed of an array of cylindrical dielectric resonators.

By exciting the different working modes of the resonator, ultra-

broad effective band is available. A lot of researchers have become

attracted in resin materials due to their low density, good thermal

stability, and superior comprehensive properties. Xiao et al. (2019)

fabricated SiC nanowire/acrylic resin (SiCnw/ACR) composites with

broadband electromagnetic absorption capabilities using 3D

stereolithography printing technology, and enhanced the

composites by adjusting the content of SiCnw and the thickness

of the printed layer. Huang et al. (2020) prepared a periodic hollow

truncated cone structure with photosensitive resin. The surface layer

of the structure was coated with conductive carbon pasted by the

impregnation method. The synergistic effect of structure and

material properties significantly enhanced the broadband

electromagnetic wave absorption properties.

In this paper, we proposed a double-cross shape

metamaterial structure based on the Carbon Black-

Acrylonitrile-Butadiene-Styrene (CB-ABS) composite material.

The designed metamaterial structure was demonstrated to show

an ultra-broadband absorption in the frequency of 5.1–40 GHz.

In order to investigate the mechanism of broadband absorption,

the electromagnetic field distribution and power loss density at

the absorption peaks were analyzed. Respectively, the

polarization insensitivity and oblique incident characteristics

under TE and TM modes were calculated and analyzed by

numerical simulation. Furthermore, as the metamaterial

structure is relatively simple, the difficulty of fabrication and

realization is greatly reduced, which will greatly accelerate its

practical application.

Experimental section

Structure design and simulation

Figure 1 depicts a schematic diagram of the proposed

metamaterial structure, which represents different views. To

enhance the angular and polarization stability of the

metamaterial structure, a 45° rotation cross grating is added to

the conventional decagonal cell. Then we combine the double-

cross shape and flat structure to improve the broadband

absorption performance. The double-cross shape structure is

formed by the rotation and combination of cuboids. And the

length, width, and height of the cuboid are W, L and H2,

correspondingly. The thickness of the bottom flat structure

was set as H1, and the side length was L. The optimal

structural parameters obtained through theoretical simulation

and scanning optimization are L = 26 mm, H1 = 2 mm, H2 =

5 mm, and W = 3 mm.

In this paper, the metamaterial structure was designed and

analyzed by the commercial software CST Microwave Studio

through the Finite Integration Technique (FIT) calculation

principle. In CST, a linearly polarized planar wide-spectrum

wave incidence on the metamaterial surface is used for

simulation. The wave vector is along the z-axis, the direction

of electric field vector is parallel to y-axis, and the direction of

magnetic field vector is parallel to x -axis. The Floquet modes are

used to generate and receive the transverse TE and TM mode

waves that incident on the metamaterial structure along the

z-axis. The unit cell boundary conditions are set in the x and

y directions to simulate an infinitely periodic array of

metamaterial structure, while that along the z direction is

open add space. The absorption can be calculated as:

A(w) � 1 − R(w) − T(w) � 1 − |S11(w)|2 − |S22(w)|2 (1)

where R(w) and T(w) are the reflection and transmission,

respectively. Since the bottom metal plate of the proposed

metamaterial structure prevents the transmission of

electromagnetic waves, the absorption of electromagnetic

waves can be simplified to

A(ω) � 1 − |S11(ω)|2 (2)

Materials, fabrication, and measurement

The microwave loss material carbon black (CB), as shown

in Figure 2A, was purchased from Suzhou First Element

Nanotechnology Co., in China. The Acrylonitrile-

Butadiene-Styrene (ABS) polymer powder was supplied by

Dongguan Jiecheng Technology Co. in China, which serves as

the thermoplastic matrix. To prepare the CB-ABS composite

filaments, the CB and ABS powder were firstly dried in the

drying oven at 80°C for 8 h. Then, the mixture with the mass
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ratio of CB/ABS being 1:7 was dispersed in the planetary mixer

at 60 r/min for 5 h. Finally, the uniformly dispersed powder

mixture was poured into the single-screw extruder to fabricate

the 1.75 ± 0.1 mm composite filaments under 230°C. The

sample for electromagnetic parameters and reflectivity

measurement was fabricated via the FDM 3D printing

machine (3D Raised E2, China). A vector network analyzer

(Ceyear 3672C, China) was used to measure the complex

permittivity and permeability of the CB- ABS composite

filaments at 2–18 GHz using the coaxial line method.

Results and discussion

Electromagnetic properties of the
composite filaments

The permittivity and permeability of CB-ABS composite

filaments in the range of 2–18 GHz are shown in Figure 2A.

Both the real and imaginary parts of the permittivity decrease

continuously with the increase of frequency, while the change

of the imaginary part is relatively slight. However, both the

real and imaginary parts of the permeability are basically

unchanged. Figure 2B shows the reflectivity variation

curves of the single-layer flat composite versus frequency

with different thicknesses. The calculation result shows that

the lower boundary of the effective absorption bandwidth

continuously moves towards the lower frequency with the

thickness increasing from 2 to 7 mm. And broadband

electromagnetic wave absorption cannot be achieved

through the single-layer flat structure. The electromagnetic

loss of the CB-ABS composite material is mainly the dielectric

loss, and the multiple reflection originates from the gap

formed by the absorbent and the matrix.

According to the quarter-wavelength matching mechanism,

the matching thickness (dm) of the absorbing material and its

corresponding absorption peak frequency (f m) satisfy the

following equation (Q. Zhou et al., 2017b):

dm � nλ
4

� nc

4fm
����∣∣∣∣μ∣∣∣∣|ε|√ (n � 1, 3, 5 . . .) (3)

where λ is the wavelength of the electromagnetic wave in the

absorption material, while |ε| and |μ| are the modulus values of

the permittivity and permeability at the corresponding

frequency, respectively. Figure 2C shows the RL curve of the

single-layer CB-ABS absorption composites with different

thicknesses. The change curve of dm and f m corresponding to

CB-ABS calculated by the λ/4 matching model is shown in

Figure 2D. The solid dots of different colors in Figure 2D are

the matching thickness dm and its corresponding absorption

peak frequency f m, which extracted from the RL curve with

different thicknesses in Figure 2C. And they are basically located

around the λ/4 curve, indicating that the absorption peak of the

single-layer CB-ABS absorption composite material obeys the λ/

4 model.

FIGURE 1
(A) Schematic diagram of unit cells; the top view (B) and sectional view (C) of unit cells.
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Optimization of structural parameters

The performance optimization of the double-cross shape

metamaterial structure can be divided into the geometric

parameters (L, W, and H) of double-cross shape and the

shape of step surfaces.

Figure 3A depicts the effects of H1 on the peak frequency

shift and bandwidth of the reflectivity spectrum. Based on the

change pattern of reflectivity under different thicknesses of

the single-layer flat composite material, H1 + H2 is set as

7 mm. When varying H1 from 1 to 6 mm with an interval of

1 mm, the thickness of the double-cross shape structure

decreases. Simultaneously, the first reflectivity peak of the

metamaterial structure moves towards the lower frequency.

While the H1 exceeds 2 mm, the reflectivity intensity around

10 GHz starts to decrease continuously. Considering the

absorption performance in the frequency range of

2–40 GHz, H1 = 2 mm and H2 = 5 mm can be selected to

achieve broadband absorption characteristics.

Figure 3B shows the RL curves of periodic double-cross shape

metamaterial structure with different side length L. With the

increasing L, the absorption performance of the metamaterial

structure around 5 GHz gradually deteriorates, and the first

reflectivity peak keeps moving to the higher microwave band,

while the reflectivity intensity at the frequency peak gradually

strengthens. Moreover, the variety of L has a great impact on the

absorption strength and effective bandwidth of themediumand lower

frequencies, while the influence on the higher frequency is slight.

Meanwhile, as shown in Figure 3C, it can be concluded that the

influence of the widthW andH1 of the double-cross shape structure

on lower frequency absorption performance is similar. And the

reflectivity intensity at the first absorption peak is greatly improved

whenW increases from 1 to 3 mm. The reason for this phenomenon

is that the increasing W improves the equivalent electromagnetic

parameters when other structural parameters remain constant, and

the equivalent electromagnetic parameters play an important role in

the material loss capability. At the same time, the space between the

branches of the double-cross shape structure decreases with the

FIGURE 2
(A) The frequency dependence of permittivity and permeability for CB-ABS composite; (B)The distribution map of the RL curves for the single
layer composites with thickness and frequency; (C) RL curves with different thicknesses; (D) calculated curve of thickness versus peak frequency
under λ/4 model.
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increasing W from 1 to 2 mm, which enhances the structural

resonance effect. However, the branches at all levels of the

double-cross shape structure tend to overlap when W continues

to increase, and the reflectivity intensity at medium and higher

frequency positions continues to decrease. As a result, other loss

mechanisms, such as resonance interference and edge diffraction,

may be weakened. Integrating the effective bandwidth and

absorption intensity in the whole frequency range of 2–40 GHz,

the optimal structural parameters combination for the double-cross

shape metamaterial structure is confirmed as H1 = 2 mm, H2 =

5 mm, W = 3mm, and L = 26 mm.

Furthermore, the influence of surface shape of different

unit structures is also discussed and analyzed in Figure 3D.

Compared with square and circle shapes, the absorption

performance of the double-cross shape metamaterial

structure around 5 GHz is relatively poor with the same

structural thickness and unit cell size. However, the double-

cross shape structure has the widest absorption band width,

and the highest reflectivity intensity in the whole frequency

range. Therefore, the simulation result proves the rationality

of the double-cross shape structure design. In addition to the

above results, the volume filling fraction of different

metamaterial structure shapes is calculated. Assuming that

the volume filling fraction of a cuboid with the length, width,

and height of 26, 26, and 7 mm is 1, the volume filling fractions

T of the various unit structure shapes are as follows:

Tdouble−cross � L2pH1 + 4LpWpH2 − 3W2

LpLpH
� 0.503 (4)

TCircle � L2pH1 + πp(L/2 − 1)2pH2

LpLpH
� 0.847 (5)

TSquare � L2pH1 + (L − 2)2pH2

LpLpH
� 0.797 (6)

It can be concluded that the volume filling fractions of the

metamaterial structure can be significantly reduced by the design

FIGURE 3
Influence of different structural parameters in the unit cell of (A) H1; (B) L; (C) W, and (D) the surface shape on the reflectivity in the frequency
range of 2–40 GHz.
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of the double-cross shape structure under the same thickness.

Furthermore, as the absorbent, CB has the advantage of light

weight, and the density of the CB-ABS composite filament is only

0.27 g/cm3. Therefore, the designed metamaterial structure can

satisfy the requirements of light weight and broadband

absorption through the lower volume filling fraction and

density of composite filament (Fu et al., 2019).

Simulation and experimental results were also depicted and

analyzed in Figure 4. The simulation effective bandwidth of the

double-cross shape metamaterial structure can cover the

frequency range of 5.1–40 GHz. For the experimental

reflectivity, it can realize below −10 dB absorbing bandwidth

from 3.9 to 40 GHz. It is indeed that the overall trend of

simulated and experimental results agrees well. The

differences between the measured and simulated results

mainly originate from the manufacturing error and

measurement limitation. Firstly, the differences may be

induced by the surface quality and structural deformation

during the fabricating process. In addition, due to the

limitations of the test system, we measured reflectivity with an

incident angle of 5° instead of the normal incidence angle. The

comparison shows that the double-cross shape metamaterial

structure is effective to achieve broadband microwave

absorption.

As shown in Figure 5, the proposed metamaterial structure is

clearly superior to other related works due to its relatively broad

absorption performance and thin thickness. Compared with the

metamaterial with dielectric loss material, the proposed

metamaterial structure has a smaller thickness and more

excellent absorbing properties. Even compared with the

metamaterial containing magnetic material, such as the α Fe and

carbonyl iron, it still has a similar absorption characteristic with the

lower density. Meanwhile, the double-cross shape metamaterial

structure in this work not only has excellent absorbing properties

but also possesses a simple unit cell structure.

Polarization and angle independence

The polarization property of the metamaterial structure is

analyzed by the numerical simulation. As shown in Figure 6, the

electromagnetic wave is converted from TEmode to TMmode with

the increasing polarization angle phi from 0° to 90°, while the

electromagnetic wave absorption performance basically remains

unchanged. This result is due to the strong rotational symmetry

of the double-cross shape, which can overlap with itself after rotating

45°. Furthermore, the proposed structure is centrosymmetric.

Therefore, the proposed metamaterial structure not only greatly

improves the electromagnetic wave absorption properties of CB-

ABS composite material but also makes the wave isotropic

absorption properties.

The absorption properties of the oblique incident with

different incident angles for TE polarization and TM

polarization were also analyzed and the results are presented

in Figures 7, 8. For TE polarization, the reflectivity intensity of

the first absorption peak decreases gradually with the increasing

incident angle. The reason is that the first absorption peak is

related to the λ/4 magnetic resonance, and the resonance

intensity decreases with increasing incidence angle. The

reflectivity intensity of the absorption peak around 17.5 GHz

decreases with the increase of the incident angle, as this

absorption peak is mainly attributed to the resonance between

adjacent unit cells and the branches of the double-cross shape of

weak electric and strong magnetic resonance. Simultaneously,

the reflectivity intensity in the frequency range of 20–40 GHz

changes slightly within the incident angle of 0°–45°. While the

incident angle exceeds 45°, the reflectivity intensity is higher than

-10 dB in most frequency ranges.

For TM polarization, the change pattern of the reflectivity

intensity of the first absorption peak is similar to that under the

TE polarization. However, the position of this absorption peak

has shifted to some extent. Furthermore, the reflectivity intensity

around 17.5 GHz first increases and then decreases, which leads

to a maximum absorption at 45°. According to the

comprehensive analysis of absorption performance in the

frequency range of 2–40 GHz, the double-cross shape

metamaterial structure is less sensitive to the change of the

incident angle under TM polarization than that under TE

polarization. The effective bandwidth remains basically

unchanged within the incident angle of 0°–60°, and even when

the incident angle reaches 75°, the reflectivity intensity in the

frequency range of 10–40 GHz is close to 90%.

As the absorbing properties of the metamaterial structure are

mainly related to the magnetic field strength along the direction

FIGURE 4
Comparison of the simulation and experimental reflectivity
the double-cross shape metamaterial structure in the frequency
range of 2–40 GHz.
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of the metamaterial surface. When the incident angle gradually

increases, the angle between the magnetic field direction of the

TE mode electromagnetic wave and the surface of the

metamaterial structure increases continuously, resulting in a

continuous decrease of its magnetic field component and a

weakening of the electromagnetic wave absorbing ability. With

the increasing incident angle under the TM mode, the angle

between the electric field direction and the surface of the

metamaterial structure increases, while the direction and

magnitude of the magnetic field component do not change.

The fundamental reason is that the electric and magnetic

fields of TE and TM waves no longer have symmetry under

oblique incidence, and it is difficult for symmetric structures to

produce the same response to asymmetric electromagnetic field.

The difference in the response of the two polarization waves is

even more obvious.

FIGURE 5
Comparison of −10 dB absorption bandwidth range between this work and previous works.

FIGURE 6
Polarization response spectrum of the incident electromagnetic wave: (A) Line diagram in specific angle; (B) Contour diagram.
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We can conclude that the descending gradient of average

absorptivity increases continuously with the increasing

incident angle. The reason is that a large incident angle

leads to the electromagnetic field component decreasing

sharply. On the whole, the average absorptivity of the TM

mode is better than TE mode at most angles. The reason is that

under the same incident angle of TE and TM modes, the

coupling lengths between electromagnetic field components

and the proposed structure are different. Furthermore, the

energy loss caused by the magnetic field is greater than that

from the electric field at most angles, especially in the GHz

band (C. Zhang et al., 2021b).

FIGURE 7
Oblique incident response spectra of the incident electromagnetic wave in TE mode: (A) Line diagram in specific angle; (B) Contour diagram.

FIGURE 8
Oblique incident response spectra of the incident electromagnetic wave in TM mode: (A) Line diagram in specific angle; (B) Contour diagram.
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Analysis of broadband absorption
mechanism

Impedance matching is a prerequisite for absorbing

electromagnetic waves effectively. When the effective input

impedance is matched to that of the air, the reflection will be

minimized, and perfect absorption can be obtained. According to

the following formula, the effective input impedance of the

proposed metamaterial structure can be calculated (Hui Luo

et al.):

Zeff �
���
μeff
εeff

√
�

�������������
(1 + S11)2 − S221
(1 − S11)2 − S221

√
(7)

where εeff and μeff are the effective permittivity and permeability,

S11 and S21 are the reflection and transmission parameters,

respectively. The effective input impedance of the proposed

metamaterial structure is generated by the combination of the

periodic structure composite material with the metal grounded

plate. Furthermore, due to the metamaterial structure is backed by

ametallic plate, S21 � 0. As shown in Figure 9, the real and imaginary

parts of Zeff are calculated through S parameters. It is found that the

real part of Zeff in the frequency range of 6.1–40 GHz is close to 1,

while the imaginary part of is nearly 0. And the trend of Zeff versus

frequency is fairly consistent with the reflectivity curve. This result

indicates that the proposed metamaterial structure has a good

impedance matching characteristic over a wide frequency range.

The excellent impedance matching characteristic enables the

majority of the electromagnetic wave can enter the interior of the

structure and so that it can be effectively attenuated. Therefore, the

proposedmetamaterial structure has excellent broadband absorption.

The electric and magnetic field intensity distributions were

further simulated and analyzed at four absorption frequencies of

6.1, 10.4, 16.3, and 40 GHz, respectively. As shown in Figure 10A, at

the first lower absorption peak of 6.1 GHz, the electric field is mainly

distributed in the upper part of the adjacent unit cell and the space

above the metamaterial structure in the x-z plane. Compared with

the electric field, the magnetic field mainly concentrates on the

central position of the unit cell, including the central of the bottom

layer and the double-cross shape structure. As for the power loss, it

concentrates on the central location of the double-cross shape

structure, which is more similar to the magnetic field

distribution. This result reveals that the major power loss at

6.1 GHz is mainly derived from λ/4 magnetic resonance (Huang

et al., 2018).

As the frequency increases to 10.4 GHz, the electric and

magnetic field distributions are shown in Figure 10B. The electric

field distribution shifts to the middle location of the double-cross

shape layer and the top position of the branch structure in the x-z

plane. Compared with the magnetic field distribution at 6.1 GHz,

there is a slight enhancement at the void position of the unit cell

in the y-z plane, which shows a weak resonance of adjacent unit

cells. While the magnetic field of the double-cross shape layer

decreases to some extent. The power loss at 10.4 GHz shown in

Figure 10B concentrates on the edges of the top positions of

branch structures and the void location of adjacent unit cells.

This result indicates the power loss at 10.4 GHz is mainly

attributed to strong resonance between adjacent unit cells and

weak edge diffractions (Duan et al., 2021; Luo et al., 2019).

With the increasing frequency, as shown in Figure 10C,

centering at 16.3 GHz, the electric field energy enhances

further in the air gap between adjacent unit cells, while the

electric field distribution on the edge of the branch structure

weakens significantly. Additionally, the magnetic field

distribution moves towards the junction of the branch

structure, where the magnetic field and electric field

concentration areas begin to overlap. As for the power loss,

which is mainly distributed on the top and side edges of the

double-cross shape metamaterial structure. It reveals that the

power loss at 16.3 GHz mainly originates from the resonance

between adjacent unit cells and weak edge diffractions (Fan et al.,

2019).

Meanwhile, Figure 10D depicts the electric field, magnetic

field, and power loss distributions at the highest frequency of

40 GHz. We can easily discover that there exists an intense

distortion in the electric field and magnetic field distribution.

Additionally, the electric field energy generated by the

resonance between adjacent unit cells declines severely, while

that at the edge of the top surface of the metamaterial structure

enhances slightly. In general, compared with 16.3 GHz, the

magnetic field energy distribution significantly. The magnetic

field mainly concentrates on the top surface of the unit cell,

especially, the edge area of the branches. The concentration of

power loss on the edges of the top surface is similar to the

FIGURE 9
The effective input impedance of the double-cross shape
metamaterial structure.
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electric field and magnetic field. Moreover, from the analysis of

the cross-sectional view of energy loss, it can be concluded that

the concentration of power loss on the edges of the top surface is

significantly stronger than that at the center location, which

indicates the power loss of 40 GHz mainly results from the

strong edge diffraction.

In conclusion, through the analysis of the effective input

impedance, electromagnetic field and power loss

distributions, it can be concluded that the double-cross

shape metamaterial structure based on CB-ABS composite

material can maintain an excellent impedance matching

characteristic in a broadband frequency range, and the

microwave absorption is attributed to λ/4 magnetic

resonance, resonance between the branches of the double-

cross shape structure and the adjacent unit cells, and edge

diffraction on the edges of the top surface.

Conclusion

In summary, a double-cross shape metamaterial structure

based on CB-ABS composite material was proposed to show an

ultra-broadband absorption characteristic, which results from

the combination of the material loss and novel structural design.

Through the optimization function, the proposed metamaterial

structure can basically realize the effective absorption in the

frequency range of 5.1–40 GHz. Meanwhile, the volume filling

fraction of different metamaterial structure shapes was calculated

and compared, while the result indicates the double-cross shape

has the smallest weight and satisfies the lightweight and

broadband absorption requirements. The proposed

metamaterial structure has excellent polarization

independence properties, and it can maintain the broadband

absorption within the oblique incident angle from 0 to 45° for TE

FIGURE 10
Distributions of the electric field, magnetic field and power loss of the double-cross shape metamaterial structure at four different frequency
positions: (A) 6.1 GHz; (B) 10.4 GHz; (C) 16.3 GHz; (D) 40 GHz.
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polarization and 0–75° for TM polarization. Furthermore, the

effective input impedance of the proposedmetamaterial structure

was calculated and analyzed through the S parameters, which

matches that of the free space in a wide frequency range. Finally,

according to the analysis of electromagnetic field and energy loss

distribution, the electromagnetic wave energy is mainly

dissipated by the λ/4 resonances in the lower frequency,

resonances between adjacent unit cells in the middle

frequency range, and edge diffraction effects in the higher

frequency range. It is believed that this research could provide

a new strategy for the engineering application of the lightweight

broadband metamaterial structure in the future.
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